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Simulocity Continues to Experience Rapid Worldwide Growth
Simulocity is experiencing continued growth across its multiple virtual platforms to clients around
the world, with their immersive and innovative technologies.

Orlando, Florida, June 16, 2020 — Simulocity continues to show signs of rapid
growth this year, with great success across all its award-winning platforms in global
markets. Over the last 12 months, the firm’s innovations took hold in nearly every
continent, with clients in the USA, Brazil, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Spain, Australia,
and across Europe and Asia. Simulocity’s innovative platforms have expanded,
including SIM-EXPO, a virtual trade show and events platform, along with SIMCITA,
the platform that virtualizes any
organization, including a virtual health
suite. Those platforms have assisted
organizations around the world by
virtualizing conferences, resorts, training
centers, hospitals and annual conventions
that were previously cancelled amid the
coronavirus pandemic. Simulocity
experienced exponential growth during the global COVID-19 pandemic, helping many
global organizations virtualize their trade shows (year-round), infusing 24/7 exhibits,
education sessions, new revenues streams, and help virtualize company operations and
their workforces.
“Now we can infuse new, year-round revenue streams and increase access to
clinicians, learners, exhibitors, and consumers with a myriad of services via our
award-winning virtual platforms,” said Dr. Manny Dominguez, Simulocity’s founder
and CEO.
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Simulocity has been racking up industry awards recently such as Top 10 Simulation
Technology, Top 10 Healthcare Simulation Solution Provider, Top 10 Simulation
Solutions Provider, and Top 20 Most Promising Gamification Technology Solutions
Provider, with more on the way. The company expects an upward trend in growth for
years to come.
Simulocity, LLC is an award-winning, innovations firm providing trusted virtual
solutions and digital transformations to help customers thrive in an increasingly
complex and technical world, while providing a world-class, immersive interfaces and
user experiences to the marketplace.

